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By Larry Wise

Release Aids: How to Prepare
Customers for One Great Shot

B

ack in the 1950s we used wooden recurve bows,
cedar arrows and leather shooting gloves. Film
projectors brought us Fred Bear movies that
showed us big game hunts from all over the world. There
were only a few of us hunting with bows and arrows in
the newly established Pennsylvania fall archery deer season.
Fast forward to 2011 and our bowhunting world is
much different. We carry no wood. There’s no leather and
no feathers among my hunting gear. I have a peep sight
in the bowstring and my bow sight even has an electric
light on it! My arrows are made of carbon and my arrow
rest drops away from under the arrow. All of my equipment is man-made, and expensive.
We no longer place our fingers on the bowstring like
the fabled Robin Hood. Nope, we grab a machined-aluminum mechanical release aid and hook it to the bowstring instead and therein lies the subject of this article.
This release aid is supposed to make us more accurate. It’s supposed to give us the ability to hit a dime at 50
yards and, indeed, some can do that but 99 percent of
bowhunters can’t. Many are hard pressed to hit a 6-inch
spot at 20 yards with their broadheads despite all the
advantages of our high-tech equipment.
I think we can do better. I think that we can take a
few steps to help bowhunters do a better job of hitting
their mark. To that end I’m presenting the following tips
and information so you as a dealer can help your cus-

tomers do a better, more accurate job of hitting game
animals.

BOWHUNTER TRAITS
Bowhunters buy about 80 percent of all release aids
sold. Target and 3-D archers buy the remaining 20 percent but get most of the promotional dollars spent on
sponsorship and free product. As a 30 year professional
I’m very familiar with how that side of archery works. Pro
shooters can show how accurate and how reliable a
release can be and they can help build the image of a
particular company. In short, they are valuable to release
aid companies who use their images and accomplishments to promote their product.
The vast majority (I couldn’t get accurate numbers
but I’m guessing 90 percent) of hunting releases are
index triggers. About 70 percent of those utilize the
Velcro strap or a generic version of the hook and loop
system, while the other 30 percent use a buckle strap of
one kind or another. My friend, Randy Summers, at TRU
Ball says he notices a current buying trend back to the
buckle style because of the desire to fasten the release in
the same fixed “hole” position each time it is used. It’s
also quieter to put on and take off than a Velcro style,
which matters when you’re in the woods.
I’m in the small minority with my pinky-trigger
hunting release. I prefer to use it so my release hand is in
the same position for hunting as it is for target shooting.
It is a comfort and consistency thing plus the talon-head
allows it to hook and hang on the D-loop. Pinky triggers
are hard to find; my Pinky Boss is no longer made.
Current models I’m aware of are the TRU Ball Absolute-4
pinky/thumb and the Carter Ember ring-finger/thumb
release; both can be set either as a pinky/ring-finger trigger or thumb trigger.

TARGET ARCHERS & RELEASE AIDS

The thumb trigger (left) and the pinky trigger (right) releases are
used by very few for hunting but offer good alternatives. The
great majority of bowhunters choose the easy-to-use index-finger trigger like the TRU Ball Black Hornet in the middle. They all
work well when held correctly.

Target archery accounts for approximately 20 percent of release aid sales. This one-fifth of sales is comprised of three release aid types: thumb triggers, index
finger triggers and back tension hinge releases.
In January every year I get to officiate at the
Lancaster Archery Classic indoor archery tournament. I
get to see all the top professionals and all of the challengers up close and personal. I surveyed release aids
this past January and found the following for the approximately 250 archers who participated:
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= 9%
= 38%
= 53%

BOW PREPARATION STEPS

So index trigger releases were used by 9 percent,
thumb triggers by 38 percent and the remaining 53 percent used back tension releases.
This distribution is the opposite of what we see in
the hunting population. In target shooting 91 percent are
using something other than the index trigger but in
hunting the index trigger accounts for about 90 percent
of the sales. Have any thoughts about this? Are target
shooters looking for something different from their
release aid or does their skill level demand something
different?
Or is it the application that demands a different
release aid? By that I mean the target shooting game
demands a higher level of precision and accuracy than
bowhunting. Target shooters are, for the most part,
shooting at longer distances out to 80-yards. They are
expecting to hit a small 5 inch target multiple times and
they practice a lot. Most bow hunting shots are made
within 30 yards (or should be) at a rib-cage target the size
of a 9 inch paper plate by archers with average or below
average skill.
Regardless of the reason, we have to deal with the
reality of the situation. The reality is that about 90 percent of bowhunters use wrist-strap, index-finger, trigger
style release aids. The following concepts will help you
help your customers improve their skill level and accuracy with their hunting setup.

The three most
popular styles of
D-loops are (T-toB): A nock locator
used below the
nock only, the
loop only above
and below the
nock and nock
locators used
both above and
below the nock.
All work well but
should be tested
for grouping ability; select the one
that groups the
best. Braided
polyester cord
melts nicely into
a beaded end
and works the
best for me. Some
hunters prefer
the metal D-loop
attached by a
small screw-on
plate.
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ONE: THE D-LOOP
Regardless of the type of release aid your customers
choose they have to attach it to their bowstring. I started
using a D-loop back in 1980 when I saw one on a bow at
an archery shop near Albany, New York. Today about 90
percent of bow hunters use some version of the D-loop
because it really works well.
The most popular method of fixing a nocking point
on today’s bows is with a small-diameter (2 mm) rope
loop tied to the bowstring. The rope used is the same as
the release rope used on most mechanical release aids. I
prefer the braided polyester because of its high resistance to wear and its uniform melting characteristic
when I melt a bead on each end of the loop.
D-LOOP ATTACHMENT STYLES: The three most
used D-loop arrangements that I see are as follows:
TYPE 1: Tie the D- loop knots directly above and
below the arrow nock.
TYPE 2: Install nock locators directly above and
below the nock with the D-loop knots tied above and
below the locators.
TYPE 3: Use a single locator below the arrow nock
and inside the loop knots.
So which is the best? That’s a good question for you
and your customers and I have my standard answer that
applies to any accessory we add to our bows; “What
groups the best?” Shoot testing for groups is the only way
to know for sure.
I’ve used all three styles. I can tell you that at all the
major tournaments I see Type 1 and Type 2 on about 75
percent of the bowstrings. Using a nock locator under
the arrow nock compensates for the above-center location of the nocking point and promotes the release aid
pulling more directly behind the nock.
METAL LOOP: I have seen several makes of metal Dloops over the years. TRU Ball has one on the market now
called the Tru-Nok that uses two screw-on side plates to
hold it onto the string around the nocking point. It utilizes a small crossbar that slips into the nock-throat to
align the loop and peep the same direction for each shot.
If you don’t want the entire metal loop then you have
the choice to use only the crossbar, called a Speed-Loop
by TRU Ball between the knots of your tie-on D-loop. Use
this if a customer is having trouble with a spinning peep
sight but likes the tie-on loop.
TWO: CORRECTLY SETTING DRAW LENGTH
Measuring and fitting an archer’s draw length is easy
but getting it done correctly requires a little knowledge of
proper full-draw-position. An archer can stand in many
different positions when he/she draws their bow but
only one position uses the back muscles most efficiently
to hold and release the bowstring.
Proper full-draw-position requires that the archer
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stand erect, shoulders level, the bow arm extended (no
bent elbow) and the drawing arm/elbow in-line with
and behind the arrow. This is easy to check from behind
the archer’s elbow as shown in the illustration. If the
elbow is not rotated
behind and in-line
with the arrow then
the holding of the
bowstring can only
be done with the
arm
muscles.
Holding with back
muscles is far more
consistent. Holding
with arm muscles
promotes inconsistent releases with

the release hand pulling out to the side instead of
straight away behind the arrow.
Let the archer’s correct body position determine the
draw length that they need. With the archer properly
positioned at full draw use a measuring arrow to determine the distance from the nock to the pivot point in the
grip. This distance matches the arrow rest-mounting
hole in most compound bows. This distance is defined as
the True Draw Length of the archer. The ATA standard is
calculated by adding 1-3/4 inches (TD +1.75 inch) to the
True Draw Length. Set the archer’s bow to fit his position
and then record the matching measurement.
Most of the archers I coach, about 70 percent, have
their bow set too short for them because they are not
Only after the bow is
adjusted to the archer’s
correct full-draw-position
should you use a labeled
arrow to measure his
draw length. Here the
TRUE DRAW LENGTH is
(measured to the grip
pressure point or rest
mounting hole) about
29.25 inches which translates into a 31 inch ATA
labeled draw length
(29.25 + 1.75 = 31.00). Set
body position first, then
measure!

Standing erect with
your chin level and
your drawing forearm
in line with the arrow
shaft is the proper
way to stand at full
draw. This position
allows the archer to
hold the force of the
bow with his back
muscles and “repeat”
his shot execution.

Single-Caliper Releases s Double-Caliper Releases s String Loop Releases s Back Tension Releases
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correctly postured. Many have a bend in their bow arm
while others don’t have their drawing forearm rotated in
line with and behind the arrow. Positioning the drawing
forearm correctly in order to load the back muscles pays
big dividends in reliable first-shot accuracy and that, I
assume, is what bowhunters are after. Getting the draw
length of the bow set to match the archer must be done
now to ensure consistent and reliable shooter performance.

SHOOTER PREPARATION STEPS
ONE: THE RELEASE HAND
The brain manages the release aid through the hand
that holds it. That’s quite simple: we all know that. What
most people don’t know is how to properly use the hand.
In other words, they don’t know how to hold the release
aid in order to get the best first-shot and long-term
results so that is where any program to improve release
technique must begin.
We use our hands all day long to hold, grip, manipulate and touch nearly everything we contact. That’s what
our hands are designed to do, feel things and control
them so we can get our work done. In archery, however,
that “controlling” and “touch sensitiveness” can work
against us if we’re not careful.
Our bow hand is a good example of the contradiction that archery presents; controlling the bow with our
gripping bow hand actually produces poorer results. The
more we control the bow the less likely we will produce
“repeatable” bow performance and the less likely we will
hit the target. So, we must learn to relax our bow hand
fingers and thumb to allow the bow to freely repeat the
mechanical action. Putting it simply, a relaxed bow hand
is more consistent.
The release hand must be used counter to what
most archers think and do. Most archers/hunters I know
want to hold the trigger release in their hand so that only
their index fingertip or thumb tip touches the trigger –
that’s how most of them learned to shoot a gun. What
they don’t realize is that by using their finger-tip in the

The correct bow hand placement is achieved by placing the
thumb pad (marked with tape) of the bow hand onto the grip section. Notice that the knuckles are at a forty-five degree angle to
vertical and the fingers are relaxed so as to not impart any torque
to the bow handle.
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same manner as they do with the other tools of their
trade may result in failure. A different approach has to be
taken with archery.
Your fingertips have a much higher density of tactile
nerve receptors than the remaining parts of the finger or
hand. These receptors are linked to the brain where sensory impulses are processed making our fingertips highly sensitive and sophisticated. When the fingertip or
thumb tip is placed on a trigger the conscious brain is
made aware of this “touching” sensation; more aware
than if some other part of the finger or hand was touching the trigger.
This high degree of awareness can become a problem. This “noticed” touching could distract the archer
from focusing on the more important process of back
muscle control; it makes the “trigger” far more important
than it should be. For some unlucky souls the “trigger
thought” becomes consuming until that’s all they can
think about. Believe me, as a coach this is not a fun thing
to watch and it’s even worse to experience.
One-way to avoid falling into this “release dysfunction” is to avoid placing your fingertip or thumb tip on
the trigger. For the index trigger use the second joint of
the index finger curled around the trigger. For a thumb
trigger, extend the trigger length so that it rides against
the base of the thumb.

PHOTO ABOVE: Surrounding the trigger with your index finger,
holding the bowstring with your back muscles and tightening
with all fingers is the best method for getting consistent releases
with this style of release. Touching the trigger with your finger tip
promotes conscious involvement with the release which can lead
to “anticipation” and “snap shooting” issues.
PHOTO BELOW: The trigger on this thumb model release has
been extended so that it touches the base of my thumb.
Tightening all of my fingers will drive the trigger into my thumb
thus giving a surprise release. Touching the thumb-tip to the trigger can engage the conscious mind in the release process creating release control issues.
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Set the trigger tension to medium-heavy. Create the
situation where your student can touch the trigger with
some degree of authority as he/she establishes fulldraw-position. Avoid the condition where they are afraid
to touch it. Many want their trigger tension set lightly but
the lighter they set it the more afraid they are to touch it!
Besides, you can’t afford to have a “hair” trigger ruin your
hunting trip. Set the tension so you can surround and
fully contact the trigger with your finger.
The index finger should also be touching the side or
barrel of the release aid. Adjust the length of the release
shank or strap so that the archer can hold it in this manner. Practice with a rope loop instead of a bow, to gain
familiarity and condition thought patterns to the new
“feel” of the release aid.
Secondly, they must also be closing and tightening
all release fingers, not just the index finger. This need not
be done with a “death” grip but only a gentle finger closing. This tightening or contracting can then match what
we need to happen in the back muscles.
TWO: LOADING & HOLDING WITH BACK MUSCLES
The student should now draw and hold the bow with
the release hand in the proper position. (Be sure to nock
an arrow to prevent dry-fires.) Check the archer’s fulldraw-position as the new release hand position may
require an adjustment to the draw length of the bow.
Typically when the release hand moves closer to the
release trigger (and bowstring) the bow’s draw length
must be lengthened to place the release forearm back in
line with the arrow. Without this proper alignment the
archer cannot load the back muscles properly or effectively.
With the release hand in the proper position and
back-holding initiated instruct your student to execute
the shot. Be sure that he/she loads and holds with the
back muscles first, and then simultaneously tightens all
release fingers until the arrow is launched to the blank

Hunting success relies on first-shot accuracy and the best way to
get it is to establish proper full-draw-position as shown and then
practice while wearing your heavy hunting gear.
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bale. You have to stress that the holding must be transferred into the back before the release fingers are tightened. Also stress that the back muscles must continue
contracting (tightening) until after the release occurs –
never decrease back tension until the arrow impacts the
target. In other words, the release hand fingers join the
contracting effort only after back tension is active and
elevating.
THREE: HEAD POSITION AND ANCHOR TOUCH
Holding the force of the bow with your back muscles
is essential to consistent first-shot accuracy and repeating your shot process. Holding one’s head properly over
your spine is the prerequisite to effective use of your
back muscles. Tilting your chin downward, for instance,
recruits the muscles on either side of your spine for holding your head. Try this by letting your chin drop to your
chest – you can feel those muscles at work.
Keeping your head erect, chin level, over the top of
your spine frees your back muscles so that they can
assist with holding the bow. This synchronized back
muscle effort provides the best situation for properly
executing the release with back tension. Poor head position redirects some back muscles to another purpose
and reduces shooting efficiency and success.
Release hand location along side of your neck is, of
course, related to head position. The hand should be
touching the neck under the jaw so that the peep sight
and bowstring appear directly in front of your eye.
Placing your release hand on the side of your jaw places
the peep some distance to the right of your eye (right
handers) and forces you to tilt your head to see through
the peep.

Four new releases by Carter Enterprises are shown here(L TO R):
the Strapless, the Back Strap, the Simple 1 and the Plain 1. All
work well for hunting and have adjustable trigger tension – a
must for serious hunters.
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Keep your head upright, chin level, and your hand
lightly touching your neck under the jaw. I say lightly
because lots of pressure between your hand and your
neck in most cases causes inconsistent left and right
arrow impacts at the target. Pressuring your neck can’t be
done as consistently as establishing a light touch that
allows the release hand to follow-through cleanly and
directly away from behind the arrow.
FOUR: THE BACK TENSION ACTION IS ROTATION
Once the “hold” has been transferred into the back
muscles (the rhomboids) finishing the shot requires a
subtle increase in that holding tension or muscle tightness. This tightening in the back muscles causes the
release elbow to rotate about the shoulder joint – the
elbow does not move directly away from the target as
many incorrectly try to do. The elbow rotates a microscopic amount in a slightly tilted plane (tilted about 30
degrees to the horizontal) and this rotational force is
what causes the back tension release aid to discharge
and assists shooting any other release aid.
Most of my students work really hard at pulling the
release aid directly away from the target as though they
are pulling more arrow shaft across the rest. They have
to learn that there is an easier way that takes finesse
instead of brute force. Once they learn to rotate their
holding elbow about the shoulder joint, their execution
process gets easier and their groups tighter. Don’t PULL
through the shot, ROTATE through it. The instant you
begin doing this is the instant you begin repeating your
shot and guaranteeing first-shot accuracy.
IF YOU BUILD FORM CORRECTLY THEN CONSISTENCY WILL COME!

SURVEY: 2011 HUNTING RELEASES
The 2011 ATA Show in Indianapolis this past winter
provided an excellent opportunity for me to see and handle all of the new hunting release aids. The selection and
quality were of the highest order in my estimation. Over
the past ten years hunters have been demanding and
getting top quality release aids like the ones in the
descriptions and pictures that follow.
CARTER ENTERPRISES
carterenterprises.com or call (208) 624-3467
My old friend Jerry and his wife April have been making top quality release aids for more years than I can
remember. About 32 to be exact. They continue that tradition this year with four new notable hunting releases:
the Strapless, the Simple 1, the Plain 1 and the Back
Strap.
The Strapless is designed for the guys like me that
prefer to hand-hold their release aid instead of using a
strap. You can however hook a cord to the strapless via a
hole in the handle between the middle and ring-fingers.
This is a “hook” style release instead of a caliper and features an adjustable spring tension for the trigger.
The Back Strap is designed for target shooters but
works well for hunters also. It is a hook-style with an

adjustable strap. This release is designed to function like
the Carter Evolution Series releases in that you draw with
your finger depressing the trigger-safety, relax your finger at full draw and then pull into the pressure of the
back wall until the release aid fires. If you’re struggling
with some “buck fever” (target panic) then this release
can help by eliminating the trigger action and replacing
it with a pulling action.
Two thumb releases, the Simple 1 and the Plain 1, are
featured as target release aids but fit nicely into the hunting application. I like these two because of their closegate design. By that I mean you can actually close the
release hook on the D-loop and let the release aid hang.
I prefer this because it avoids the need to hook-up when
the deer is within shooting range – I’m big on keeping my
eyes “on the target” at all times. The thumb triggers on
both of these can be adjusted to fit back into the base of
your thumb which promotes proper hand position. To
that end the Plain 1 has a swept-back handle design
while the Simple 1 is straight – pick the one that is most
comfortable.
T.R.U. BALL ARCHERY
truball.com or call (434) 929-2800
Adding to the firm’s vast array of hunting release
aids, TRU Ball introduced three new release aids at the
2011 ATA Show: the Outlaw, the Bandit and two versions
of the Max Pro.
The Bandit
caliper release
features a tubecovered
rope
connection. This
allows you to
adjust the strap
to any desired
length. Of course
I
recommend
that this length
be short so that
you can completely surround
the trigger with
your index finger. You can get it
with the Velcro
strap,
buckle
strap or the new
Speed Buckle.
The Outlaw
caliper release
comes with a
rope connection
which makes it
fully
lengthadjustable. It’s
available with
either the Velcro
or buckle strap.
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The Quickdraw (not pictured) uses the same caliper but
features the Speed Buckle strap.
The MAX PRO 3 and 4 models both feature a smaller
(shorter) caliper head to promote more bowstring draw
stroke which results in more arrow speed. They both
have a swivel head and trigger sensitivity adjustment
features. The PRO 3 utilizes a “thumb-push” style trigger
while the PRO 4 uses the more common “thumbsqueeze” trigger. In both cases depressing the trigger
opens it for hook up to the D-loop.
TRU Ball design engineer Marc Rentz showed me the
new and really effective Speed Buckle. With this design
you can set the strap length to fit your needs and comfort
and then be assured that you get that same feel every
time you hook up. Having that trigger at the same location every time is essential to getting reliable first-shot
execution and accuracy.
HOT SHOT MANUFACTURING
hotshotmanufacturing.com or call (800) 551-3076
I remember the Hot Shot release way back when I
first started shooting professionally. If my memory
serves me correctly Terry Ragsdale used one in 1978 to
win Vegas and the North American Indoor with 1200
scores at both. A few years later the old Hot Shot was
nowhere around so it was nice to see the name featured
again at the ATA and two high-quality release aids on display.
The featured thumb model was the Stan Potts

On top is the Hot Shot thumb-trigger release from the Stan Potts
Signature Series featuring an adjustable trigger angle for custom
fitting. The index-trigger release is the Infinity which can be
ordered with either the buckle strap or the Velcro.

Signature. By increasing the surface area of the release
parent company Cajun Archery has made sure that this
release will not cut into your fingers while you are shooting it as comfort is important for consistency. The thumb
trigger position is adjustable and an adjustment screw is
provided for setting the trigger tension. The talon-like
hook closes around the D-loop so you can hook and let it
hang if you want so the bow is ready to draw without
looking away from your target.
Infinity is the name of Hot Shot’s index trigger
model. It features the same talon-like Cat’s Eye hook that
is used on their thumb model. The design of the trigger
mechanism features less friction than roller bearings
which makes it less susceptible to dirt and grime.
The Infinity is available with either a Velcro or a
buckle strap. Both of these have an adjustable strap
attached to the release head so you can make it fit properly.
TRU-FIRE
trufire.com or call (800) 757-7586
The Hardcore release was the new name at the TruFire booth at the 2011 ATA Show. The newly designed
hook-style release features an offset head that places the
hook in line with the strap. The head also incorporates a
pivot where it hooks to the strap and two triggers, a for-

New from TRU Ball this year are the (top to bottom) Bandit, the
Outlaw and the Max 4 Pro thumb model. Both index trigger models
offer adjustable handle lengths, smooth adjustable triggers and
reliable caliper heads. The thumb model works well for those like
me that prefer to “hook & hang” their release on the D-loop.
PHOTO RIGHT: Marc Rentz demonstrates the Speed Buckle that
can be set to length with the buckle and then quickly clipped on
and off for the same fit each and every time you use it.
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On the left are two versions of the Tru-Fire Edge 4 thumb-trigger
releases that feature a 360 degree rotating head, adjustable trigger tension and a lock-on caliper. Two trigger configurations are
available on the index-trigger Hardcore release series, a forwardangle and a swept-back style. On top is the adjustable strap, then
a buckle, a web strap and a Velcro; all having tension adjusting
triggers and a 20 degree oscillating head.

The Scott Longhorn Hexback-tension hunting release is shown
here on the left. Next is the Silverhorn adjustable handle index
caliper and then the adjustable strap caliper. Both index models
have a spring-loaded hook and adjustable trigger tension.
PHOTO BELOW: Eric Griggs of Scott demonstrates how to hold
the Longhorn Hex back tension release at full draw. This is a
great release for those who have problems with freezing-on-target or anticipation of the release.

ward and a swept-back version. Both triggers are tension
adjustable from 4 to 12 ounces.
The Hardcore also features a selection of straps: the
Buckle Web style, the FoldBack Buckle and the Hybrid
FoldBack. The Hybrid comes in a M/LG size and XL for
larger hands.
Tru Fire’s thumb release is called the Edge 4 and
comes in black or camo. The head rotates and the trigger
position also adjusts to fit your hand properly.
SCOTT ARCHERY
scottarchery.com or call (606) 663-2734
New from Scott this year is the
Silverhorn index trigger release aid.
One model features an adjustable
strap while the second utilizes a fivehole adjustable connection system.
A R C H E RY
Both allow for proper holding of the
trigger.
New features on these two models are the spring-loaded hook for
quick and easy hook-up and a wider
roller-sear for smoother trigger pull.
SOFT MATERIAL - SLIDE-ON VERSION SLIDES
The trigger on these models is posiOVER LOOP FOR A MORE SECURE HOLD!
SLOTTED VERSIONS AVAILABLE - 8 COLORS
tioned forward near the hook in
order to maximize the draw stroke of
REVOLUTIONARY “SLIDE-ON VERSION”
the bowstring in order to produce
SLIDES RIGHT OVER STRING LOOP!
more arrow speed.
MADE IN USA
My friend and top professional,
Eric Griggs, was eager to demonSOFT MATERIAL - INCREASE BOW SPEED! - ELIMINATE
strate Scott’s latest back tension
NOCK PINCH - REDUCE VIBRATION - 8 COLORS
release designed specifically for
MADE IN USA
hunting. This new model can be
Pine Ridge Archery has a new logo, new package design and over 60 brand
d new items!
drawn using the wrist rope and just
WWW.PINERIDGEARCHERY.COM

ALL NEW

kissers
and
buttons
kisser buttons
nitro buttons

PINE RIDGE

SINCE 1997

new

new
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the index and middle fingers. Once the bow is drawn and
your back muscles loaded you can continue with proper
back tension to execute that surprise release that gets
consistent shooting, first time, every time. This is the
perfect release for someone dealing with target panic
issues and wanting to enjoy hunting again. I really like
this release and must get one.
COPPER JOHN
copperjohn.com or call (315) 258-9269
The STAN releases by Copper John are best known
for their application to target shooting but the Shoot Off
thumb model is fit for hunting as well. It is available in
two, three or four-finger models all with a hook that closes on the D-loop. Once again you can “hook & hang” this
release on our D-loop so it is ready to draw the instant
you see a shooter buck.
Further, the thumb trigger barrel is the most
adjustable on the market. You can make it fit any hand so
that the trigger is extended into the base of the thumb.
With or without a glove you can make this release fit perfectly and set the tension for maximum effectiveness.
JIM FLETCHER ARCHERY
fletcherarchery.com or call (760) 379-2589
Fletcher release aids have been around for as long as
I have been shooting the compound bow. They continue
to sell because of their smooth operating roller mechanism and this year the Insider is the new addition.
The Insider is designed to hook directly to the Dloop. The adjustable index trigger is mounted forward so
the bowstring is drawn further creating a longer power
stroke and allowing for more arrow speed. This latest
addition to the Fletcher Archery family comes with
either a buckle strap or a nylon Velcro strap and continues the long tradition of solid performance expected
from this 50 year old company.

CONCLUSION
Holding the bow correctly with a relaxed bow hand
and holding the release aid properly so as not to use the
finger or thumb tip are the essential ingredients to good
shooting. That includes both target shooting and

The Copper John Shootoff thumb release is an excellent choice
for both target shooting and bowhunting. The thumb trigger is
the most adjustable I’ve seen to date and can be made to fit any
hand – you may need to reset it when you start wearing a glove
for the colder days in the late hunting season.
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bowhunting. Doing it right yields that first-shot reliability every hunter needs because we only get one shot and
that shot has to count.
More important than either of those two critical
form elements is the shooter’s ability to put himself into
proper full-draw-position. The efficiency, effectiveness
and repeatability of all the other form elements depend
on your body being in that position that allows you to
hold the bow with your back muscles in order to get most
of your arm muscles relaxed. Far too many archers use
arms and finger-tips to “CONTROL” and “MAKE” the
shot happen when they should be letting their back do
the holding and “ALLOW” the bow to shoot the arrow
into the target spot. It is your job as a dealer to present
the ideas of good shooting technique in hopes that some
more of your customers will actually adopt them and
reap the rewards of doing so.
Be persistent and good luck.
Larry Wise
EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry’s books are available from
Larry Wise Archery, 402 Locust Grove Road, Mifflintown,
PA 17059 for $14 + $3 postage. Titles available are Tuning
Your Compound Bow, Tuning and Silencing Your
Bowhunting System, Bow and Arrow: A Complete Guide.
The phone number for Larry Wise Archery is (717) 4369168 or contact him by email at larry@larrywise.com.
Larry Wise is also available to conduct one and two day
CoreArchery Academies on shooting form. Personalized
coaching is now available on-line via Skype, and video
clips of Larry offering bowhunting tips can be seen on the
bowhunting.net website.
Larry has completed video work for his new DVD
titled “CORE ARCHERY BACK TENSION: DEFINED AND
DEMONSTRATED.” Editing will be finished by July and
the DVD will be available at www.larrywise.com for
$19.95.
Check out past articles by Larry Wise at the twin web
sites of ArrowTrade. High speed internet users can find
more than two years of complete back issues at arrowtrademag.com. If you’re using a dial-up connection with
slower speeds, you can download Larry’s coaching and
tuning articles at arrowtrademagazine.com. Feel free to
share both web sites with your customers.

The new index-trigger from Jim Fletcher Archery is the INSIDER.
It features a smooth roller action trigger mechanism, a forward
mounted adjustable-tension trigger and either a buckle or a
Velcro strap.
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